
Class Description Rate Per Hour

  AAA All heavy duty tracked units constructed specifically for snow grooming with a 
minimum of 150 horsepower and capable of pulling on a sustained basis a 
hydraulically operated grooming drag of at least 7'6" in width.
                                                        OR
All fully tracked agricultural tractors with a minimum of 125 horsepower.

$5 more than AA
AAA1-$90
AAA2-$80
AAA3-$65
AAA4-$60

  AA All heavy duty tracked units constructed specifically for snow grooming having 
between 149-105 horsepower and capable of pulling on a sustained basis a 
hydraulically operated grooming drag of at least 7'6" in width.
                                                       OR
All fully tracked agricultural tractors with 124 - 106 horsepower.

$5 more than A
AA1-$85
AA2-$75
AA3-$60
AA4-$55

  A All wheeled or half-track agricultural tractors with all-wheel drive with a minimum 
of 105 horsepower and capable of pulling on a sustained basis a hydraulically 
operated grooming drag of at least 7'6" in width.

A1-$80
A2-$70
A3-$55
A4-$50

1 Drag is a minimum of 11'6" in frame width with a minimum weight of 4,000 
pounds and a length of at least 20 feet including snow packing pan but excluding 
the tongue.

2 Drag is a minimum of 9'6" in frame width with a minimum weight of 3,000 pounds 
and a length of at least 18 feet including snow packing pan but excluding the 
tongue. This class includes rollers with a minimum of 9'6" in width and a 
minimum of 24" diameter.

3 Drag is a minimum of 7'6" in frame width with a minimum weight of 2,000 pounds 
and a length of at least 18 feet including snow packing pan but excluding the 
tongue. This class includes rollers with a minimum of 7'6" in width and a 
minimum of 24" diameter

4 Drag is a minimum of 7’6” in frame width.

All medium duty (including pick-up trucks) tracked units constructed or adapted 
specifically for snow grooming and capable of pulling on a sustained basis a 
grooming drag 5'10" to 7'5" in frame width  

OR
All wheel type agricultural tractors with all-wheel drive or four-wheel drive assist 
with a range of 65-104 horsepower. 

C All light duty power units constructed or adapted for snowmobile trail grooming 
and capable of pulling on a sustained basis a grooming drag of 4’ to 5’9” in frame 
width.  Examples of the class of power units would include: ATVs/UTVs and 
snowmobiles.  This class also includes all equipment not addressed in other 
classes.

$22.00 

Notes regarding correct rates for grooming equipment:

  2. A Class A power unit not pulling a 7'6" grooming drag will be placed in Class B for rate purposes.

  3. A Class B power unit not pulling a 5'10" grooming drag will be placed in Class C for rate purposes.
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B $35.00 

  5. The following tractors have been grandfathered in as class A units for 5 years: John Deere: 6400, 6410, 
      5625, and 2955. Case: 5130, 5230.  Massey:  3075-4, 300T.  Ford: 7740.  New Holland: Ts100/Sur Trac
      drag.   New Holland: 7740.
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  1. A Class A power unit pulling either an 11'6" or 9'6" grooming drag that does not meet the specifications
      for either a class 1,2,3, drag will be placed at class 4 for rate purposes.

SNOW TRAIL GROOMING EQUIPMENT RATES - All rates include power unit, grooming drag and
operator(s).

  4. A power unit will not be placed in a higher class if it pulls a larger grooming drag than specified for the class.


